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In the general theory of relativity the mechanical properties of any re-
gion of the universe are expressed by the energy-momentum tensor, T'JA
which is itself calculable from the form of the line element, ds2 = gxydxV
applicable to that region. The expressions for T' in the most general
case, in which all the g,, are arbitrary functions of the four coordinates,
x1, X2, X3, X4, are exceedingly complicated, but considerable simplification
is introduced if it is assumed that gA,^(I * v) = 0. The resulting line
element still possesses a large amount of generality, and in the applications
of the theory particular forms of it have, in fact, usually been employed.
It therefore seems desirable to publish the general expressions for the
energy-momentum tensor corresponding to this line element, and it is
the purpose of this paper to give them, together with the associated values
of the Christoffel symbols of the second kind, in the form best suited for
application. The calculations, which are somewhat long, have kindly
been checked by Mr. C. C. Steffens of the California Institute of Tech-
nology, and the proofs have been carefully read, so that the results may be
used with considerable confidence. It is hoped that their publication
will save labor for those working in this field.
The expression for the line element is taken as
ds2 = -A(dxl)2 -B(dx2)2 - C(dx3)2. + D(dx4)2,
where A, B, C and D are any functions of x1, X2, X3 and X4. Mathematically
these functions may be positive or negative, real or imaginary,*, but in
ordinary applications, in which X4 iS the time-like coordinate, they will
clearly always be positive and real. The non-vanishing components of the
metric tensor and its contravariant associate are obviously as follows:
g= -A; g2= -B; gs = -C; g44 = +D
11= 1; 22=_ 1 33 = - 44 =+jj.
and the determinant, g, is -ABCD.
Christoffel Symbols.-These are defined by the expression
{/uv a} = I g¢(xagI , + g"x 9-A9 x~+
* It is assumed that they possess first and second differential coefficients with respect
to each of the coordinates.
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Their values are
- a11- - 141,1) +2lll~~2 xl }= 2A bxl2 l }=+2A bXs3 l l+ 2A 6Xa4l}
1 6A 1 I'B111,21 = -- - 121,2) + -2- 131,2) =0 141,2} -02B bX2 2B ?x1
1 6A 1 aC111,3) = C aX 121,31 0 131,3i) = + 2C 141,3) = 0
1 oA 1~111,41= + 122D1x4121,4) = 0 131,4) = 2D111,4) + - -14,4 2D bx'
112,11=+ 1--A f2211' } = - 132,1) = o 142,11 = 02A x2 ' 2A 1x'
112,2) + -- - -B12132,2) = + - - 142,21 = + 1xa2B 6x1 2,2 2B bxi 2BbX 2B 6X
112,3) =0 122,31 = - 32,3) = + 1-a 142,3) o
112,4) = 0 122,4) = + - 142,4) = + 2D ?x
1 6A 1 aC113,1) = + -- 123,1 2A=1x=1 143,1) = 0
1 6B 1 ?C113,2) =0 123,2) = + - T 133,2) = - - - (43,2) = O
113,4) = 0 123,4) = 0 133,4) = + 1 a- 143,4) = + 2D ax3
114,2) = 0 124,2) = + - 3- 4 =342) 144,2) = + ?BD
114,3) = 0 124,3) = 0 134,3) = + 1 44,3) = + 2C ~x1 liD 1 ?D 1 1)1) 1 1ff)
114,4) = + 124,4) = + -134,4) = + 144,4) = +2D?x-
Energy-Momentum Tensor, T.- This tensor is defined by the expres-
sion
-8irT, = G,-2-g,G+gX
where G is the contracted Riemann-Christoffel tensor, G is the invariant,
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gVG,,, and X is the cosmological constant. The values of - 87rT' are
as follows:
1 [r!5 /z2B B2C 1 1 ? 2s a2D
1 2 BC \(xB)2 +
-(X2)2 BD (3(X4)2 - (X2)2
1 ( a2C a2D
CD 6\(X4)2 - (XS)2
1 Jc aB 1B\')
CB2 lx2 6x2 \ax2/ J1 1 6B ac + Cac24 LBC2 X3sX2ms x22
_D1 {aB aD k3D 2





1 ( aCD asBD sBC) 1 aB aC
BCD bx2 bx2 'x2 bx3 6x4 bx4y ABC ax' axl
1 aB aD 1 acCD
- ABD ?xl axl ACD ?xl ?xl +
2 1 [1 ( W2A WC)
-87rT2 = + Z(12
__
a1A a)c ()c\
4 AC2 ZaX3 ?(x3' (-x
6a{ D ()D 2
AD2 a)X4 bX4 bxa
1 ( 2A -2D_
1 (2C Za2D
CD6i(X4)2 -(X2)2 _
)2}+1 {CacA + (A)2}
1 (aDCA /?A\2)
4 DA2 X1 (?A\X2
1 ( acaD 1?D\2+ 1 (?D ac _ c
CD2 (x4 6x4 bx32, DC2 IJx3 aX3 \x4'J
1 (CCD aA aD aA aC 1 aA aC
A CD xa ' x1 x'x'a x4 bx4y ABC bx2 bx2
1 aA aD 1 cC D1
ABD bx2 aX2 BCD bx2 x2+j





4 LA 2 ?bX2 bX2 31
1 (BsA 1?AV2
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1 5 ?A D (D\2 + 1 DA _ A
AD2 (ax" bx4 ax1I DA2'xl axl x J
1 ?B aD _%D'V) 1 aD aB _ Bs2l
BD2 tax4ax4 ?ax') Ds2 bx2 Ix2 ax/
1 B aD +A aD _A aBl 1 aA aB
ABD ?xl axl ax2 ax2 bx4 ?x4) ABC bx'3x'
1 ?AAD 1 as aD
ACD ax3 bx3 BCD bx3 ax3J
-T4=2 [AB 6(aX2)2 + (xl)2) + AiC 6(aX3)2+ ())
+BC (X3)A+ (X2)
[Ar1 X aA 6B + B 2 1 ( B 6A +IA2
4 LB2 I axa2 ialAX x x a2
1 aA /C 2B\ 1 (.CBA A2
AC2 ax' ?x'\Xx1/X CA2 ?xl Jx' x/ )
1 (?BZC / bc\'2 1 (?C B 16B\'2
+ BC' {X3bx3 + ax} CB2 {x2 aX +(-X3) }
1 aB ac A ac A B 1 aA aB
ABC xl ax1 +x'2 bx2 +x'ax3 J ABD Ix' bx4
1 aA aC 1 aB aiC
ACD bxdx4 BCD ?x4xJ +4
-8trAT1 = -8wBT1 =
1 F 2a'C 1 62D 1
2 LCxlax2 D x()Xa2
+ 1 1 ac ac + 1 aD aD + 1 aA aC + 1 aA aD
4 LC2xl ax' D2 ?x' Zx2 AC bx2 ax1 AD Ix' ax1
1 aB aC 1 aB ?D
*BC axl bx2 BD Ixl bx2
-8trAT3 = -&CT =
1 Fi I2B 1 ?2D 1
2 LB ax1?x' D axIbx3J
1 1 aB aB 1 aD aD 1 aA aB 1 aA aD
4 B2 ax1 ax'D'X ?x1 ax' AB +X'1x' AD 1x' ax1
+ 1 acCB + 1 aC a'.
CB bxl bx' CD ?xl ?xs
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-87rBT32 = -87rCT3 =
1 2A 1 a2D
2 A x2.x3 D bx26x3
1 1 6A6Aa 1 aD aD 1 aA aB 1 aA aC
4L A2 bx2 6X3 D2 ax2 6x3 AB bX2 6x3 AC bx3 6x2
1 aD aB 1 aD aC
DB bx2 6x3 DC 6X3 Ox2
-8irAT4 = +81rDTi4 =
J62B + 1 I2C ]
2 [B ai6x1X4 C ?xI x4
F1r1 aB CB+ I aCac + 1 aA aB 1 aA aC
4 LB2 Ox' 6X4 C2 ax' bX4 AB OX4 ax' AC Zx4 ax'
1 OD aB 1 aD aC
DB axl 6x4 DC axl bx4j
-87rBT4 = +87rDT2 =
1iF 62A 1 ?2C 1
2 LA OX2aX4 c ax2bx4J
F1 A A 1 aC6C 1 OA 1B+ _ A aD
4 LA2 3X2 3X4 C2 ?X2 bx4 AB bX2 6x4 AD bx4 bx2
1 cC B 1 OD 6C
CB bx2 Ix4 DC Ox2 bX4
-87rCT4 = +87rDT3 =
1 1 J2A 1 ?2B
2 A aXI bX4 'B bX3 OX4
F1 OA A 1 aB aB 1 aA aC 1 OA OD
4 A2 bx3 bx4 B2 bx3 6x4 AC ax3 bx4 AD bx4 ax3
1 DB aC 1 aB D1
BC 6x3 bx4 BD ?x4 6x3
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